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overview
executive summary &

F.a.v.e.
Fan actions. volume. engagement.  

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

introduction

Fan actions: sum of all likes, comments and shares generated on an individual or group of Facebook posts. 

Fan actions per post: total Fan actions across all posts published during H1, divided by the number of posts, 
creating an average for Fan actions per post. 

Fan action growth: percentage increase in total Fan actions accumulated by a brand between set periods of 
time.

the engagement ranking (pages 6-7) is based on Fan actions per post and demonstrates how effective 
a brand’s content is. it calculates the average rate at which fans are engaging with posts and shows how 
retailers stack up against each other in content effectiveness by demonstrating which brands consistently 
have a high rate of engagement. 

the volume ranking (pages 11-12) lists retailers according to the total number of Fan actions they generated 
across all posts, measuring the total volume of engagement that a brand created during a set time period. 
this measures total size of the conversation created by each brand, as opposed to the effectiveness of each 
post. 

other metrics throughout the report are clearly defined within their corresponding sections. 

key rankings deFined

key metrics deFined

expion F.a.v.e. 50 social retail report analyzes the Facebook presence of the top 50 u.s. retail brands1 during 
the first half (H1) of 2013. expion leveraged its social media and marketing insights software to unearth 
key social trends in the industry, as well as winners and losers across brands, posts and post types in both 
engagement and volume.

1 interbrand best retail brands 2013 report , most valuable u.s. retail brands 2013

http://www.interbrand.com/en/BestRetailBrands/2013/Best-Retail-Brands.aspx
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key Findings
introduction

engagement: tiffany & co. Quality over walmart Quantity 
tiffany & co. topped the engagement ranking and edged out walmart, the retail goliath, thanks to 
aspirational, high-quality, image-driven posts. with a quantity-driven approach, walmart published more 
posts and had more fans than any other retailer; however, it generated less engagement per post than both 
tiffany & co. and victoria’s secret. 

trends: more dollars = less creativity?
brands are handing Facebook more ad dollars (Facebook just experienced its highest revenue in Q2 2013 
at $1.6b), but during H1 2013 retail brands experienced the slowest growth period in 2 1/2 years, with an 
actual decline in engagement and volume despite an increase in the number of posts that were published. 
are brands opting for paid reach over innovative and engaging content? 2013 could be a tipping point for 
retailers as Facebook focuses on revenue in the ad and mobile ad space. 
 
volume: Quality versus Quantity content strategy 
Four of the top ten retailers on the volume ranking focus on quantity and four on quality, showing that 
brands publishing a smaller number of dynamic, effective posts are creating just as much volume as brands 
posting more frequently. as Facebook becomes more saturated, we expect to see the quality-driven 
approach beat out the quantity-driven approach. 
 
volume: the growth divide
there was a 50/50 split across the retailers in terms of growth in volume – 25 saw an increase in social 
volume, while 25 saw a decrease. However, coach and guess were the only two brands in the top 10 with 
positive growth figures.
 
post type: video did not kill the image star
despite video popularity across social media platforms like vine and instagram, posts with images still 
dominated Facebook. images represented 80% of the 16,047 posts published by retailers in H1; video posts 
accounted for a meager 3%. 
 
retailers by sector: it’s a luxe life
when looking at industry sectors, luxury brands were the highest performing in terms of total fan 
engagement, driven by captivating product (jewelry, purses) images, often tied to pop culture.  retail sectors 
such as drug stores, supermarkets and small-format value stores, which depend on mass appeal, fell to the 
bottom of the list.
 
comparative analysis: battle of the brands
Head-to-head brand comparisons show which brands dominate certain sectors. whole Foods lost to publix 
and kohl’s lost to macy’s in engagement. the losing brands could take a page out of their competitor’s 
playbook and stop focusing on product-based posts to create more diversity within the content they’re 
publishing.
 
top 100 awards: bath & body works raises the bar
top posts for H1? bath & body works takes home top honors, engaging more than 250k fans with a product 
promotion around mother’s day. it generated more than 5x the shares than any other post, showing 
contests with a low barrier to entry will motivate fans to share content.

top 10% and bottom 10%: more brands Hit bottom 
thirty-four of the 50 brands had posts in the top 10% while a whopping 45 brands had posts in the bottom 
10%. unfortunately, more brands know how to strikeout then hit a home run. 

timing: summertime blues, too-Frequent Friday and the afternoon slumps 
June, Friday and the period from 2 - 5 p.m. et were over-saturated with poor performing posts. a look at the 
month, day and times of retailers’ posts show brands should curb habits of posting during certain months, 
days of the week, and even times of day to avoid getting lost in the clutter. 

http://techcrunch.com/2013/07/24/facebook-q2-earnings-beats-with-1-81b-in-revenue-up-53-mobile-hits-41-of-ad-revenue/
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engagement 
ranking

section 1: 

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

expion ranked the 50 retailers according to how engaging their Facebook posts were during H1 
2013 (January 1 - June 30). post engagement2 represents the number Fan actions per post.  For 
reference, the total number of fans and posts published during the six month time period are 
displayed on page 8. 

Quality versus Quantity: with an average of only one post per day, tiffany & co. topped the 
engagement ranking proving it made every post count. on the flip side, with an average of 
nearly six posts a day, walmart has more fans, published more frequently, and generated more 
volume (or total Fan actions) than any other retailer, but falls behind both tiffany & co. and 
victoria’s secret, showing that Facebook fans value quality.

metHodology

analysis

engagement awards

biggest loser

rent-a-center is at the 
bottom of the engagement 
list, generating only about 
50 Fan actions per post and 
it had lowest number of 
total Fan actions across all 
the brands despite posting 
nearly once a day.   

top notcH

tiffany & co. proved that 
diamonds are a Facebook 
fan’s best friend. the luxury 
retailer generated the most 
engagement with more 
fans liking, sharing and 
commenting on each post 
than any other brand. 

strike outs

michaels and autoZone 
both published more than 
400 total posts – at least 
twice a day – but generated 
less than 1,000 Fan actions 
per post. 

Fan actions per post
•	 average number of Fan 

actions per post across all 
retailers = 4,530 

•	 tiffany & co. is #1 with 
28,741 Fan actions per post

•	 rent-a-center is #50 with 
50 Fan actions per post

Fan count
•	 as a group, retailers have 

222m fans; the average per 
retailer is 4.4m

•	 walmart has the most fans 
at 30.6m; rent-a-center has 
the least with 34k

FreQuency oF posts
•	 as a group, retailers 

published 16,047 posts; the 
average was 312 per retailer

•	 walmart published the 
most posts (1,034); ross 
published the fewest posts 
(27)

2 expion tallied the number of Fan actions that each post generated and divided it by the total number of posts published 
during the six month period.
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engagement ranking
01

28,741

02

18,562

03

11,461

04

10,965

05

10,196

06

9,866

07

8,354

08

7,360

09

7,151

10

6,353

11

6,312

12

6,203

13

6,105

14

5,703

15

4,840

16

4,375

17

4,262

18

3,884

19

3,846

20

3,191

21

3,121

22

3,018

23

2,314

24

2,252

25

2,205

26

2,006

27

1,995

28

1,832

29

1,785

30

1,630

31

1,455

32

1,403

33

1,333

34

1,159

35

1,094

36

1,085

37

1,080

38

1,020

39

986

40

966

41

878

42

809

43

805

44

622

45

577

46

392

47

204

48

160

49

108

50

50
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rankIng Brand Fan actIonS 
PEr PoSt

lIFEtImE 
total FanS

Fan 
actIonS

comPany 
PoStS

1 tiffany & co. 28,741 4,314,862 5,345,880 186
2 victoria's secret 18,562 22,591,608 8,761,247 472
3 walmart 11,461 30,644,130 11,850,417 1,034
4 bath & body works 10,965 6,121,679 2,182,075 199
5 coach 10,196 4,547,552 3,711,444 364
6 macy's 9,866 11,609,730 3,877,236 393
7 target 8,354 21,919,120 1,662,400 199
8 petsmart 7,360 1,825,980 1,773,839 241
9 amazon 7,151 19,227,180 1,773,541 248

10 gamestop 6,353 5,568,999 3,233,775 509
11 guess 6,312 4,977,401 2,228,061 353
12 nordstrom 6,203 2,101,964 1,730,512 279
13 kohl's 6,105 10,464,826 3,437,301 563
14 ebay 5,703 5,913,778 1,950,517 342
15 old navy 4,840 7,620,910 2,027,936 419
16 lowe's 4,375 2,489,799 787,434 180
17 marshalls 4,262 1,539,462 1,125,203 264
18 cabela's 3,884 2,579,961 555,464 143
19 avon 3,846 1,767,631 688,491 179
20 express 3,191 3,877,388 1,078,436 338
21 t.J.maxx 3,121 1,579,726 795,840 255
22 gap 3,018 4,496,771 941,652 312
23 dick's sporting goods 2,314 2,166,322 1,249,297 540
24 publix 2,252 1,696,289 880,653 391
25 walgreens 2,205 2,576,976 1,043,179 473
26 american eagle outfitters 2,006 8,907,473 672,138 335
27 whole Foods 1,995 1,275,949 586,388 294
28 urban outfitters 1,832 1,786,442 822,612 449
29 the Home depot 1,785 1,121,544 408,773 229
30 J.crew 1,630 1,023,476 226,533 139
31 dollar general 1,455 2,308,424 887,437 610
32 best buy 1,403 6,740,305 611,854 436
33 bed, bath and beyond 1,333 1,056,249 293,215 220
34 Family dollar 1,159 1,686,630 558,779 482
35 cvs 1,094 1,195,252 192,551 176
36 sam's club 1,085 1,605,789 428,410 395
37 radioshack 1,080 2,164,152 403,831 374
38 costco 1,020 932,857 213,238 209
39 banana republic 986 1,061,254 174,506 177
40 michaels 966 1,361,605 467,568 484
41 ross 878 458,274 76,388 87
42 dollar tree 809 761,697 157,721 195
43 autoZone 805 510,624 329,972 410
44 anthropologie 622 733,901 185,864 299
45 staples 577 727,074 129,834 225
46 sherwin-williams 392 175,196 62,266 159
47 tractor supply co. 204 58,452 39,768 195
48 big lots 160 89,452 18,040 113
49 buckle 108 348,258 34,799 323
50 rent-a-center 50 34,601 7,750 156

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

engagement ranking retailer metric snapsHot
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expion graphed fan acquisition, volume, post frequency, and engagement trends for the 50 retailers 
in six month increments, from H1 2011 through H1 2013, as visualized in trends in Fan acquisition 
and volume (graph 1), and trends in volume of content and engagement (graph 2).

trends
section 2: 

trends in Fan acQuisition and volume

the top line (green) represents the 
number of Facebook fans at each six 
month benchmark, and is the sum of 
Facebook fans for all 50 retailers. 

the bottom line (orange) represents 
the total number of Fan actions the 50 
retailers generated as a group during 
each six month period.

the top line (blue) represents the 
total number of posts the 50 retailers 
published as a group during each six 
month period. 

the bottom line (yellow) represents the 
average number of Fan actions per post 
the group of retailers generated as a 
whole during each six month period.  

trends in volume oF content and engagement

metHodology

avg Fan actions per post
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 The first half of 2013 marks the first time that the frequency 
of company posts didn’t mirror engagement and volume 
trends.

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

analysis
trends

2013:  a tipping point For Facebook success
2013 is shaping up to be a tipping point for the retail industry on Facebook as H1 has 
experienced the greatest decline in key metrics since 2011. H1 2013 showed the greatest 
decrease in volume and engagement, and the lowest fan acquisition growth rate since 2011. 
in addition, this is the first six month period where the company posts trend didn’t mirror 
engagement and volume trends - showing that brands are publishing less effective content than 
before. 

in 2011 and 2012, when there was an increase in the number of posts published by retailers, the 
engagement and volume metrics also grew at a positive rate. in H1 2013, there was an increase 
in the number of posts the retailers published, but engagement and volume metrics saw the 
biggest decrease in growth since 2011. this shows that either fans are less engaged or retailers 
are publishing less-appealing content. 

with Facebook reporting it’s highest revenue in Q2, 2013 is shaping up to be the watershed year 
as some retailers shift from a more basic content-driven approach to one that is dependent upon 
paid reach. if there is a significant positive growth rate across engagement and volume in H2 
2013, then Facebook success for the retail industry could be back on track. 

tHe Holiday Factor
over the last two years,  the trends in volume and engagement show that the holiday season 
is the busiest time of the year on Facebook, as there has been a drastic difference in growth 
between the first and second halves of the year. 

the number of Fan actions grew by more than 300% in H2 2011 and 2012, but decreased by 7% 
and 16% in H1 2012 and 2013, respectively.

the Fan actions per post numbers mirror this trend as H2 2011 and 2012 both saw an increase of 
more than 230%, while declining by 5% and 17% in H1 2012 and 2013, respectively. 

u.s. Fan growtH Has peaked
during 2011 and 2012,  retailers increased their Facebook fan base by more than 40% every six 
months. the biggest jump (43%) occurred during H1 2012.

However, it looks like there are fewer fans to acquire, as retailers saw only a 16% increase in H1 
2013 – a drastic decline in the growth rate - showing that fan acquisition has hit a plateau. 
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volume ranking
section 3:

coach’s volume grew by 
52%. it was the only retailer 
in the top five for both 
engagement and volume 
rankings that showed 
positive Fan actions growth. 

the luxury brand proved 
it has created a balance 
between quality and 
quantity by posting two 
highly engaging posts per 
day (on average).

tractor supply co., avon, the 
Home depot and sherwin-
williams all grew their Fan 
action numbers by more 
than 100% from H2 2012 to 
the H1 2013. 

with a 72% decline, target 
had the biggest drop in 
the number of Fan actions 
generated. 

most improved biggest gainers biggest loser

to show how much volume, or size of the social conversation, each brand is generating, expion 
ranked the retailers according to the total number of Fan actions that were generated across all 
posts during H1 2013.

the Fan action growth chart (pages 11-12) shows the percentage increase or decrease in the 
number of Fan actions that each retailer generated from H2 2012 to H1 2013. 

analysis
while there was a 50/50 split between the brands that saw a positive increase in Fan actions, and 
those that saw a decrease, Fan action growth was down by 16% across the board. in addition, only 
two of the top 10 brands on the volume ranking experienced positive Fan action growth – coach 
and guess – showing the majority of top retailers experienced a decline in volume. 

walmart and victoria’s secret top both the engagement and share of voice rankings; however, both 
showed a significant decline in their total Fan action number. 

sHare oF voice awards

metHodology
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total Fan 
actIonS Brand

11,850,417 walmart

8,761,247 victoria's secret

5,345,880 tiffany & co.

3,877,236 macy's

3,711,444 coach

3,437,301 kohl's

3,233,775 gamestop

2,228,061 guess

2,182,075 bath & body works

2,027,936 old navy

1,950,517 ebay

1,773,839 petsmart

1,773,541 amazon

1,730,512 nordstrom

1,662,400 target

1,249,297 dick's sporting 
goods

1,125,203 marshalls

1,078,436 express

1,043,179 walgreens

941,652 gap

887,437 dollar general

880,653 publix

822,612 urban outfitters

795,840 t.J.maxx

787,434 lowe's

-80% -60% -40% -20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

13%

65%
12%

-32%
5%

1%

-35%
15%

98%
40%

-72%

-6%

-27%

-6%

-2%
-16%

8%

-7%
-20%

52%

-5%
-15%

-36%

-29%

.8%

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

volume ranking average Fan action growth: - 16%
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total Fan 
actIonS Brand

688,491 avon

672,138 american eagle 
outfitters

611,854 best buy

586,388 whole Foods

558,779 Family dollar

555,464 cabela's

467,568 michaels

428,410 sam's club

408,773 the Home depot

403,831 radioshack

329,972 autoZone

293,215 bed, bath & beyond

226,533 J.crew

213,238 costco

192,551 cvs

185,864 anthropologie

174,506 banana republic

157,721 dollar tree

129,834 staples

76,388 ross dress For less

62,266 sherwin-williams

39,768 tractor supply co. 

34,799 buckle

18,040 big lots

7,750 rent-a-center

-100% 0% 100% 200% 300% 400% 500%

6%
-4%

-37%

415%
116%

82%
-15%

-3%
5%
7%
30%

-1%
98%

55%
-37%

70%
117%

46%
-7%

-18%
48%

-11%
-37%

-12%
130%

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

volume ranking average Fan action growth: - 16%
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photo

video

link

status

other

10%
1%

6%

3%

80%

despite the explosion of video content across 
other social platforms such as instagram and vine, 
Facebook is still dominated by static images. 

video content was featured in just 3% of published 
posts, while photo-based posts accounted for 80% of 
posts. 

on average, posts with images were 28% more 
successful than the average post. 

analysis

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

post type
section 4: 

posts by type

expion categorized each post published during H1 2013 according to the content type (based on 
Facebook’s api tagging system). 

metHodology
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text only

link

video

photo

no 1. tiffany & co. no 2. victoria’s secret

no 3. walmart no 4. bath & body works

no 47. tractor supply co. no 48. big lots

no 49. buckle no 50. rent-a-center

95%

5%

83%

9%

6%2%

91%

2%
5%2%

79%

1%

18%

2%

88%

2%
8%2%

72%

7%

8%

13%

78%

2%

6%
14%

60%3%

17%

20%

experiment witH video

the top four brands 
published video-centric 
posts more frequently 
than the bottom four 
brands.

stop witH tHe links

the bottom four brands 
published link posts 
more frequently than 
the top four brands. 

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

post type

Facebook post type

average Fan actions per post by sector

the following charts display what type of content were published by the top four and bottom four 
brands during H1 2013. 

metHodology
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analysis
the luxury sector shined the brightest! most notably, tiffany & co. leveraged their partnership with 
The Great Gatsby and a line of jazz-influenced jewelry pieces accompanied the posts. while walmart 
and victoria’s secret came in second and third as specific large-Format value and apparel brands, 
department stores came in second as a category with three brands making up only 7,391 average Fan 
actions per post and large-format value stores at a close third with four retail brands, totaling 5,480 
average Fan actions per post. 

apparel
american eagle outfitters

anthropologie
banana republic

buckle
cabela's
express

gap
guess
J.crew

old navy
urban outfitters
victoria's secret

dick's sporting goods
marshalls

ross
t.J.maxx

department store
kohl's
macy's

nordstrom

drug store
cvs

walgreens

electronics/entertainment
amazon
best buy

ebay
gamestop
radioshack

Home improvement/goods
bath & body works

bed, bath and beyond
lowe's

michaels
the Home depot
sherwin-williams
tractor supply co. 

large-Format value
costco

sam's club
target

walmart

small-Format value
big lots

dollar general
dollar tree

Family dollar

luxury
coach

tiffany & co.

supermarkets
publix

whole Foods

otHer
avon

autoZone
petsmart

rent-a-center
staples

Other includes sectors with 
one or two unrelated brands

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

section 5:

retail sector 
comparison

0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000

other

small-Format value

supermarket

luxury

large-Format value

Home improvement/goods

electronics/entertainment

drug store

department store

apparel

average Fan actions per post by sector

3,598

19,469

7,391

5,480

1,650

4,338

2,860

2,214

896

1,650

expion compared the average Fan actions per post for each retail sector containing two or more 
brands to show which sector performed the best during H1 2013.  

metHodology
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brand 
comparisons

section 6:

,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000

average Fan actions per post

company posts 

total Fan actions (in m)

total Fans (in m)

target

amazon

50

winner strategy: despite target’s decline in Fan actions (see page 11), the brand beat out amazon 
with their most trustworthy social tactic yet: target truth. these numbered posts offered playful 
but realistic insights into the minds of shoppers and typical instances that happen while visiting a 
target store. example:  “target truth #66: that feeling when you realize you wore red and khaki on 
your target run.”

improvement strategy: amazon’s celebration of various holidays and events in american history 
helped catapult this brand to one of the most improved, yet their promotional offers and product 
posts had the least engagement. it seems that amazon fans only want to do their shopping on the 
discount retailer’s site. 

targEt amazon

8,354 7,151

199 248

1,662,400 1,773,541

21,919,120 19,227,180

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

amaZon vs. target

expion compared two retailers with similar sized fan bases to see which brand was the most 
engaging, and why. 

metHodology
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macy’S kohl’S

9,866 6,105

393 563

3,877,236 3,437,301

11,609,730 10,464,826

average Fan actions per post

company posts 

total Fan actions (in m)

total Fans (in m)

winner strategy: macy’s 
engaged their fans by 
sticking to topical and 
current events outside 
the realm of retail news. 
whether it was the 
season premiere of Pretty 
Little Liars, or prepping 
for the season’s hottest 
fashions, macy’s published 
content for fans of every 
demographic. 

improvement strategy: 
much like the retail stores 
that have fallen victim 
to “showrooming,” a 
lackluster Facebook page 
will send fans elsewhere 
without hesitation. 
if kohl’s developed a 
stronger brand voice and 
queued up their content 
for earlier publishing 
times, they’d surely 
continue on a steady path 
of social growth. 

macy’s vs. koHl’s

,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000 12,000

kohls

macy's

20

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

whole Foods

publix

PuBlIx wholE FoodS

2,252 1,1995

391 294

880,653 586,388

1,696,289 1,275,949

average Fan actions per post

company posts 

total Fan actions (in m)

total Fans (in m)

publix vs. wHole Foods winner strategy: publix 
reached out to fans 
by reminding them it 
has the best customer 
service guaranteed, and 
has been a consistent 
and reliable presence 
to prove it. instead of 
pushing promotional 
product posts on fans, 
the retailer used its main 
social channel as a hub 
to announce new store 
locations and recognize 
long time employees. 

improvement strategy: 
whole Foods started 
the year off right with 
the majority of posts 
surrounding the retailer’s 
charitable efforts, but 
engagement declined 
after a steady stream of 
product posts. 

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

brand comparisons
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Banana 
rEPuBlIc j.crEw

986 1,630

177 139

174,506 226,533

1,061,254 1,023,476

average Fan actions per post

company posts 

total Fan actions (in m)

total Fans (in m)

winner strategy: J.crew’s 
strategy in two words: Jenna 
lyons. the mastermind 
behind the retailer’s re-
branding heavily influenced 
its social presence, as J.crew 
now dives deeper into the 
brand story and the products 
themselves. For example, 
shiny ponies, an innovative 
video on the many steps 
that go into making J.crew’s 
shoes, led its fans to  become 
footwear fanatics. 

improvement strategy: 
banana republic improved 
considerably since last year, 
but unfortunately its pattern-
filled posts failed to resonate 
with the style elite. with 
the launch of the Mad Men 
collection, we were hoping 
to see more of the cool voice 
that never goes out of style. 

banana republic vs. J.crew

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000

J.crew

banana 
republic
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brand comparisons
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the top 100 awards look at the top 100 posts published in H1 2013 and recognize the brands and 
posts that garnered the highest number of Fan actions across a variety of categories. 

walmart took home two category wins in the top 100 awards: best product Feature 
and best Fun post.  unexpected category leaders included walgreens for the best 
charitable or csr post, and bath & body works for the best promotion or contest post 
–  the big winner, with more than 253k total Fan actions.

section 7:

top 100 awards

best promotion or 
contest post

253,429 Fan actions

bath & body works took top 
promotional post, with more 
than 253k Fan actions for its 
v.i.p. tote giveaway. entrants 
just had to share the post to 
win. 

this post was also by far the 
‘most shared’ post, by more 
than 5x, with 188k+ total 
shares.

best new product post

114,670 Fan actions

macy’s hit the mark with its 
new summer shades – driving 
114k Fan actions.

best product Feature post

129,625 Fan actions

gamification is working for 
walmart - their hidden ginger 
ale post garnered 129k Fan 
actions.

metHodology
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best cHaritable or 
csr post

103,254 Fan actions

walgreens combined a 
celebrity with a charitable 
donation campaign to 
generate 103k+ Fan actions.

best Fun post
(image, Question or game)

169,057 Fan actions

walmart knows – puppy 
pictures are the way to anyone’s 
heart. make it a bulldog, and 
there’s just no contest. this post 
took the category with 169k+ 
Fan actions. 

best national Holiday post

136,173 Fan actions

amazon honored our fallen 
troops on memorial day and 
resonated with their fans, 
generating 136k Fan actions.

post breakdown

best luxury post

131,985 Fan actions

tiffany & co. focused on its 
unique product design and 
tied posts to specific themes or 
designers. this post generated 
more than 131k Fan actions. 
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walmart ruled the roost with 20% of all top posts, while products and retailers that pamper and 
spoil women rounded out spots two through four. 

victoria’s secret, tiffany & co. and coach accounted for 31% of all top posts. 

the top five of 50 retailers accounted for 57% of the most engaging Facebook posts: walmart, 
victoria’s secret, tiffany & co., coach, and macy’s.

analysis

otHer brands
amazon

american eagle outfitters
best buy
cabela’s

cvs
dick’s sporting goods

dollar general
ebay

express
gap

guess
Home depot

lowe’s
marshalls
michaels

nordstrom
old navy

publix
sam’s club

staples
target

tJ maxx
urban outfitters

walgreens
whole Foods

323

252

134

11395

93

87

61

52

otHer
395
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post breakdown

top 10% by brand
expion ranked all of the retailers’ posts according to total Fan actions to show which brands 
published the highest ranking posts during H1 2013. 

top 10% - brand breakdown oF best perForming posts

metHodology
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misery loves company, even in social media. while 34 of the top 50 retailers contributed to the top 10% 
of Facebook posts, a whopping 46 retailers made it into the bottom 10%. that means almost everyone 
fails sometimes. the squeaky clean winners who avoided the loser list? avon, ebay, lowe’s, publix and 
tiffany & co. 

buckle not only topped the list with the highest number of least engaging posts, but it also holds the 
honor of having eight of the 25 worst posts in the bottom 10% – driven by job announcements and 
event postings. rent-a-center followed with six of the 25 worst posts featuring employment postings, 
and employee activities and events. staples rounded out the bottom three with four of the 25 worst 
posts, all focused on a single office product.

the bottom five posters (buckle, autoZone, rent-a-center, walmart and staples) are decidedly less sexy 
than the top five (walmart, victoria’s secret, tiffany & co., coach and macy’s) – with walmart as the only 
constant. the retail giant may strike out a lot, but hits just as many home runs.

analysis

otHer brands
amazon

american eagle outfitters
anthropologie

banana republic
bath & body works 
bed bath & beyond

cabela’s
coach
costco

cvs 
dick’s  sporting goods

dollar tree
express

Family dollar
gamestop

gap
guess
J.crew
kohl’s
macy’s 

marshalls
nordstrom
old navy
outfitters
petsmart 

publix
ross

sam’s club
sherwin williams 

t.J. maxx
target

the Home depot
victoria’s secret

walgreens
whole Foods 

242

176

153

11210883

68

50

48

otHer
394

113

48
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post breakdown

bottom 10%
by brand

bottom 10% - brand breakdown oF worst perForming posts

expion ranked all of the retailers’ posts according to total Fan actions to show which brands are 
responsible for publishing the lowest ranking posts during H1 2013. 

metHodology
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summertime blues
June was the second most popular month 
for retailers to publish content, but had 
the second highest concentration of poor 
performing posts. 

on the other hand, when looking at the top 
10% of posts, June  was number four on the 
list.

Facebook fans appear to be less engaged 
with content published in June. 

set Fans Free on Friday
approximately 17% of all the retailers’ posts 
were published on a Friday, but it was also 
the most common day for poor performing 
posts. 

over 21% of the poorest performing posts3 
were published on a Friday showing that 
it had less engaging posts than the other 
days of the week. 

retailers may want to rein in frequent 
Friday posts to avoid getting caught up in 
the clutter.

analysis

3 expion tallied the number of Fan actions that each post generated and divided it by the total number of posts published 
during the six month period.

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

the charts show the monthly, weekly and daily frequency of  all the posts published by the retailers 
during H1 2013. 

timing
section 8: 
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metHodology
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the period between 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. et is not only the most popular time for brands to publish 
posts, but also has the highest number of top performing posts4.

However, the morning period from 8 - 11 a.m. et holds the most opportunity for retailers to engage 
with fans – it was home to 19% of all posts, including 25% of the top performing posts. 

the afternoon period between 2 - 5 p.m. et was home to 25% of all posts, but only 19% of the top 
performing posts. 

brands looking to increase engagement should hit their fans fresh in the morning. 

12:00-5:00am

5:00-8:00am

8:00-11:00am

11:00am-2:00pm

2:00-5:00pm

5:00-8:00pm

8:00pm-12:00am

.01%
1

.6%
89

19.2%
3,069

4,751
29.7% 4,012

25.1%

16.6%
2,662

8.8%
1,404

wake up on tHe rigHt side oF Facebook
analysis

4 expion tallied the number of Fan actions that each post generated and divided it by the total number of posts published 
during the six month period.

Expion F.A.V.E. 50 SociAl REtAil REpoRt

timing

posts by time oF day
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